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In the 1990s, China's financial market opening and the early 20th century, the 
official running of Shanghai Gold Exchange indicates the integrity of our financial 
market system and market-building having entered a new stage of development. With 
releasing restrictions of the People's Bank of China on commercial banks‟ agent of 
personal gold business, personal gold investment through commercial banks is 
familiar to many investors gradually, especially when CPI is higher and higher, 
inflation continues to heat up, and interest rate is serious negative, and meanwhile, 
under the national macro-control, the stock investment and the housing investment 
may undergo the accumulation risks in this economic environment, then the 
preservation and hedging functions of gold investment make it one of the sound 
choice to personal finance and investment. To meet the demand of individual gold 
investment and to improve the competitiveness, commercial banks is urgent to 
conduct agency of personal gold business. In order to act as agent of personal gold 
business, commercial banks need a system to provide the interaction environment 
among the bank itself, the Shanghai Gold Exchange and the customers. Then, the 
commercial banks who obtain the authority of individual gold business   agency 
have to carry out the construction of the gold trade and management system to 
enhance their market competitiveness.  
Based on software engineering, this dissertation has researched and analyzed the 
requirements of commercial banks‟ gold trade management system. Under the 
constraints of system requirements, constructions budget, banking system security and 
so on, this dissertation analyzes the main system architecture, hardware and software 
technology, and finally uses C/S three-tier structure, namely, client/application 
server/database server mode, with terminal technology, to design the system's 
software architecture and physical architecture. Meanwhile, by referring the software 















design principles, conventions and overall design. By following the premises, it 
designs the system functions according to system requirement. Finally, based on the 
system requirements and design, we achieve the system through application of 
information technology. The system has already been put into use in a bank and the 
system is running stably and meeting with current needs.  
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及，微软为了同 Unix 系统在企业级应用中争夺市场，在设计 Windows2000 及其
以后的系统时，优先考虑了 Unix 系统的一个重要特征——多用户。最终微软将
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